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The Pegasus Spiele Verlags- und Medienvertriebsgesellschaft mbH, which is the full name of the company, was
founded in 1993 by co-CEOs Karsten Esser and Andreas Finkernagel. The Hessian company started out as a
distributor but has long since become a very successful publisher of board games. This is reflected through a
constant chain of prestigious nominations and awards it has received.

In 2018, Pegasus Spiele celebrated its 25th anniversary and won the “Spiel des Jahres” as the German distributor
for Azul from publishing partner Plan B Games. In 2019, Pegasus Spiele was nominated for the “Kinderspiel des
Jahres“ with Fabulantica as well as the “Kennerspiel des Jahres” with Detective from partner Portal Games.
Additionally, four more games made it onto the recommendation lists published by the Spiel des Jahres jury,
attesting a high quality throughout the entire range of Pegasus Spiele products.
In 2020, the company is still going strong. With a growing team of dedicated employees, the establishment of new
partnerships with other publishers as well as the continuation of existing, strong partnerships, Pegasus Spiele
keeps reaching for new heights: from innovative and educational children’s games to a brand new product line
based on the fantasy classic Talisman (to which Pegasus Spiele holds the worldwide rights under a license from
Games Workshop). Original releases like the family games My Farm Shop and Celtic or the fun game Doodle
Dungeons round off the company’s portfolio.
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Talisman – Legendary Tales
What is it about?
Many centuries ago, legendary smiths forged the Crown
of Command. To prevent evil forces from obtaining it, the
Crown of Command was sealed behind the Portal of Power
by a mighty wizard. Only those who possess one of the
legendary Talismans may pass through this Portal to reach
the Crown. Over the years, five of the Talismans have disap-

Family

peared. Enemy forces now seek to find them, and, brave
heroes that they are, the players have banded together to
go on a quest and retrieve these five lost Talismans.
How does it work?
• The players play cooperatively, searching for the missing
Talismans in five continuous adventures.
• Every adventure tells its own story and features an individual setup. They all consist of two parts, with each

∏ Cooperative family game set in the
Talisman world

∏ Continuous quest with replayable

adventures, featuring a bag building
mechanism

part setting a new challenge for the heroes.
• A bag-building mechanism represents the heroes’
development. To fight enemies, the players have to draw
the required symbols out of their token bag. Each hero
has their own set of talents, which can be improved over
the course of the five adventures.

Talisman – Legendary Tales
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

56100E
$ 49.99

Box size:
Case:

295 x 295 x 70 mm
6

Content: 12 Location tiles | 5 Adventure scrolls | 1 Time counter |
102 Adventure tokens | 6 Toad tokens | 1 Travel die | 5 Health
tokens | 24 Reward tokens | 1 Reward tag | 15 Talismans | 6 Hero
figures | 72 Hero start tokens | 6 Hero tags | 7 cloth bags | 1
rulebook
Designer: Michael Palm & Lukas Zach
Artist: Falk ”Zapf“ Holzapfel

14+

20-40

www.pegasus.de

1-6

4 250231 716799 >

GW, Games Workshop, Talisman, Talisman Revised 4th Edition, Talisman: Legendary Tales and their associated logos, illustrations, images, names, creatures, races,
vehicles, locations, weapons, characters, and the distinctive likeness thereof, are either ® or TM, and/or © Games Workshop Limited, variably registered around the
world, and used under licence. All rights reserved.
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Talisman – The Card Game:
Clash of Heroes

5

What is it about?
Six adventurers, one goal: to become the greatest hero
Core

in history. There are many ways to rise to glory and fame.
Maintaining one’s high reputation is the real challenge.
The legendary Talismans are a great help, but they can be
lost just as quickly as they are gained, and those who were
replaced with “once heroes soon fade into obscurity...”
How does it work?
• The players use their cards to attack each other in order
to gain 12 glory points. They may also collect treasures
or buy power cards to strengthen their decks.
• Players can use ranged and melee attacks. In melee,
they can only target the players on their immediate left
and right, while ranged attacks can hit targets who sit
further away from them.
• When a player loses their last health, they also lose half

NEW

of their current glory points. If they had a Talisman, they
lose that to the attacker as well.

∏ Standalone, expandable card game from
the Talisman universe

∏ 6 heroes with individual abilities
Talisman – The Card Game: Clash of Heroes (working title)
Art.Nr.:
MSRP:

18350E
tbd

Box Size (PNDG):
Case: 		

295 x 295 x 70 mm
6

Content (pending): 84 starting cards | 6 hero cards | 6 Talismans | 1 glory track | 6 hero markers | 6 overview cards | 30
coins | 27 treasure cards | 59 power cards | 1 die | 1 rulebook
Designer: Michael Palm & Lukas Zach
Artist: SIGIL Entertainment Group

10+

20-90

2-6

GW, Games Workshop, Talisman, Talisman Revised 4th Edition, Talisman: Legendary Tales and their associated logos, illustrations, images, names, creatures, races,
vehicles, locations, weapons, characters, and the distinctive likeness thereof, are either ® or TM, and/or © Games Workshop Limited, variably registered around the
world, and used under licence. All rights reserved.
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What is it about?

How does it work?

The world as it stands today: A small Kingdom cut off from the

• In Talisman Adventures, player will take on the roles

rest of the world by high mountains and desolate wastelands.

of humans, elves, dwarves, ghouls, sprites or trolls to

The mystical Crown of Command was sealed behind the Portal

travel The Realm, fight evil and – of course – search for

of Power many centuries ago. Ever since then, the lands of the

Talismans.

Realm have become more and more dangerous as monsters

• Players perform Tests using simple dice rolls to determine

slip in from beyond the wastes. It is time for heroes to take

the outcome of any action; this can be anything from

action and save the Realm from encroaching darkness!

tracking a goblin through the forest, to picking a lock, to

The Core Rulebook – also available as a Limited Edition –

fighting a dragon.

provides all information required to play Talisman Adven-

• To play Talisman Adventures, players need three

tures. The Essentials Kit is the perfect way for RPG

six-sided dice. One of the three dice is called the Kismet

newcomers to get started: In this box, the Core Rulebook

Die, which influences the player’s Fate, because if a 1 or 6

is split into three smaller volumes: a Game Master’s Guide,

is rolled on this die, it may have additional impacts on the

a Player’s Guide and the Adventure Booklet. The box also

result!

includes dice and tokens. For especially dedicated players,
the Group Bundle is the perfect choice. It consists of five
full Core Rulebooks – one for the game master and four for
the players, as well as an exclusive Game Master Screen.

www.pegasus.de

GW, Games Workshop, Talisman, Talisman Revised 4th Edition, Talisman: Legendary Tales and their associated logos, illustrations, images, names, creatures, races,
vehicles, locations, weapons, characters, and the distinctive likeness thereof, are either ® or TM, and/or © Games Workshop Limited, variably registered around the
world, and used under licence. All rights reserved.

∏ A brand-new role-playing experience

∏ Elegant, foam padded cover – the

Talisman Adventures – The Fantasy Role-Playing Game:
Core Rulebook

Talisman Adventures – The Fantasy Role-Playing Game:
Core Rulebook *Limited Edition*

Prod.No.:
MSRP:

Prod.No.:
MSRP:

in the world of Talisman

47500E
$ 29.99

Book Size (PNDG): 216 x 279 x 25 mm
Case:
6

Content (pending): 1 hardcover book (244 pages) | 1 poster

collector’s choice!

47501E
$ 29.99

Book Size (PNDG): 216 x 279 x 25 mm
Case:
6

Content (pending): 1 harcover book (244 pages) with special
binding | 1 poster

Artist: SIGIL Entertainment
Artist: SIGIL Entertainment

14+

90+

3+

NEW

14+

90+

3+

NEW

∏ The perfect starting box for new
players

∏ The all-in set for the entire group

Talisman Adventures – The Fantasy Role-Playing Game:
Essentials Kit (working title)

Talisman Adventures – The Fantasy Role-Playing
Game: Core Rulebook Group Bundle (working title)

Prod.No.:
47502E
MSRP (PNDG): $ 39.99

Prod.No.: 47504E
MSRP: tbd

Box Size (PNDG): 295 x 295 x 70 mm
Case:
6

Content: 1 Game Master‘s Guide | 1 Player’s Guide | 1 Adventure Booklet | 1 poster | tokens | dice

Box Size (PNDG): 216 x 279 x 150 mm
Case:
6

Content: 5 Core Rulebooks | 1 Game Master Screen
Artist: SIGIL Entertainment

Artist: SIGIL Entertainment

90+

3+

10+

90+

3+

GW, Games Workshop, Talisman, Talisman Revised 4th Edition, Talisman: Legendary Tales and their associated logos, illustrations, images, names, creatures, races,
vehicles, locations, weapons, characters, and the distinctive likeness thereof, are either ® or TM, and/or © Games Workshop Limited, variably registered around the
world, and used under licence. All rights reserved.
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Talisman – The Magical Quest Game
What is it about?
Deep in the world of Talisman, players go on a journey

Core

to magical lands and endeavor to reclaim the Crown of
Command as a priestess, a wizard, a warrior, or one of
eleven other heroes. But their path is perilous. They
must defeat the lurking guardians and obtain one of the
legendary Talismans in order to pass through the Portal of
Power. Monsters, traps, and dark magic await players every
step of the way…
How does it work?
• Every player takes control of a hero, who can grow
stronger during the game, collecting equipment, abilities and companions along the way.
• On a player’s turn, they roll the die and move their hero
as many spaces as the die shows. Then, they resolve an
encounter either at the location, on an adventure card
or with another player on the space where they stop.

∏ Huge success for more than 35 years
∏ Combines elements of board & roleplaying games

• The players try to advance into the Inner Region of the
game board, and reach the Crown of Command. But
in order to win, they also need to eliminate all other
players.

Talisman – The Magical Quest Game [4th Edition]
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

56200E
$ 59.99

Box Size:
Case:

295 x 295 x 70 mm
6

Content: 1 game board | 182 cards | 18 plastic figure | 6 dice |
120 counters | 30 gold coins | 36 fate tokens | 1 rulebook
Designer: Robert Harris, John Goodenough & Rick Priestley
Artist: Ralph Horsley, Massimiliano Bertolini, Jeremy McHugh
u.a.

12+

90-120

www.pegasus.de

2-6

GW, Games Workshop, Talisman, Talisman Revised 4th Edition, Talisman: Legendary Tales and their associated logos, illustrations, images, names, creatures, races,
vehicles, locations, weapons, characters, and the distinctive likeness thereof, are either ® or TM, and/or © Games Workshop Limited, variably registered around the
world, and used under licence. All rights reserved.
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Quest Game Expansions
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Talisman: The Blood Moon
[Expansion]

Talisman: The Harbinger
[Expansion]

Talisman: The Firelands
[Expansion]]

Once in a generation, The Blood Moon
begins its fell cycle. Compelled by its
sinister presence, the dead rise from
their graves, vampires hunt for unwary
prey, and witches engage in nocturnal
rituals. Worse yet, the Werewolf prowls
the night, seeking heroes with whom to
share his curse.

The end is nigh! Dark omens herald
the end of all things. Fire rains from
the sky, the sea swallows the land,
demons stalk the world, and the dead
rise from their graves. In the midst of
these dark times, great heroes are
needed to face these new threats
and save the world.

Those who forged the Crown have
returned! Great treasure and great
peril arise from the burning depths
of The Firelands. The Ifrit have risen
from their underground kingdom to
consume all the land in flaming death.
They will not stop until every field is
burned to ash.

Prod.No.: 56207E

Prod.No.: 56211E

Prod.No. 56209E

Box Size: 130 x 194 x 35 mm

Box Size: 130 x 194 x 35 mm

Box Size: 130 x 194 x 35 mm

MSRP: $ 24.95

MSRP: $ 24.95

MSRP: $ 24.95

Talisman: The Frostmarch
[Expansion]

Talisman: The Lost Realms
[Expansion]

Talisman: The Reaper
[Expansion]

Talisman: The Sacred
Pool [Expansion]

A continent of ice dominates the horizon… It is
The Forstmarch, brought
across the northern waters
by the Ice Queen. Armed
with the Crown of Command, she is transforming
the realm into a desolate,
frozen wasteland

The Nether Realm once
threatened to swallow up
the world of men. Now it has
returned. The Deep Realms
are miles of mysterious passages filled with both wealth
and danger. This box combines the two expansions
into a single box.

An unearthly chill creeps
through the air, making man
and beast feel uneasy. A
shadow has fallen across
the country. Death himself wanders the land. Can
the heroes fulfil their epic
quests with the Grim Reaper
hounding their every move?

Judgement Day has arrived! Drawn by powers as
old as time itself, the spirits of light and the forces
of darkness are gathering
their strength. A line has
been drawn between the
heavens and the abyss. War
is coming!

Prod.No.: 56203E

Prod.No.: 56213E

Prod.No.: 56201E

Prod.No.: 56205E

Box Size: 130 x 194 x 35 mm

Box Size: 130 x 194 x 35 mm

Box Size: 130 x 194 x 35 mm

Box Size: 130 x 194 x 35 mm

GW, Games Workshop, Talisman, Talisman Revised 4th Edition, Talisman: Legendary Tales and their associated logos, illustrations, images, names, creatures, races,
vehicles, locations, weapons, characters, and the distinctive likeness thereof, are either ® or TM, and/or © Games Workshop Limited, variably registered around the
world, and used under licence. All rights reserved.
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Talisman – The Magical Quest
Game Expansions
What are the expansions about?
It has been countless ages since the great Cataclysm left the

Core

world of Talisman on the brink of destruction and now, from
the ashes, civilization rises once again. The Cataclysm
introduces an entirely new main board to replace the one
found in the base game.
For the brave travelers seeking the Crown of Command, The
Talisman: The Cataclysm [Expansion]
Prod.No.: 56212E
MSRP: $ 49.95

Box Size: 297 x 297 x 72 mm
Case:
6

Content: 1 game board | 5 plastic figures | 177 cards |
1 rulebook
Designer: Samuel W. Baily, Robert Harris & John
Goodenough
Artist: Ralph Horsley,
Marlusz Gandzel et al.

City is a place of both great potential and great peril. The
opportunities one has within The City’s walls may make
the difference between life and death. The City adds a
new Region to the game for venturesome heroes to discover.
The prophecies of the Dragon Cults have come to pass! Three
Draconic Lords have returned to their ancestral home, each
one claiming dominance over territory and fighting to claim
the legendary Crown of Command. The Dragon adds a
dangerous new Inner Region for heroes to conquer.

Talisman: The City [Expansion]

Talisman: The Dragon [Expansion]

Prod.No.: 56208E Box Size: 253 x 253 x 50 mm
MSRP: $ 39.95 Case:
6

Prod.No.: 56206E
MSRP: $ 39.95

Content: 1 city board | 6 plastic figures | 177 cards |
1 rulebook

Content: 1 double-sided board overlay | 160 tokens | 6
plastic figures | 180 cards | 1 rulebook

Designer: John Goodenough & Robert Harris
Artist: Ralph Horsley, Jake Murray et al.

Designer: John Goodenough & Robert Harris
Artist: Ralph Horsley, Jake Murray, Felicia Cano et al.

www.pegasus.de

Box Size: 297 x 297 x 72 mm
Case:
6

GW, Games Workshop, Talisman, Talisman Revised 4th Edition, Talisman: Legendary Tales and their associated logos, illustrations, images, names, creatures, races,
vehicles, locations, weapons, characters, and the distinctive likeness thereof, are either ® or TM, and/or © Games Workshop Limited, variably registered around the
world, and used under licence. All rights reserved.
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What are the expansions about?
The ancient door crumbles to splinters. A cleated boot
Core

kicks away rotting wood and a sword clears thick cobwebs
from the path… The Dungeon lies revealed! Who has the
courage to plunge into the darkness of this new Region and
confront its perils?
Clouds enshroud the mountain’s peak. Exhausted from the
long ascent, the heroes barely keep their grip as the stones
beneath them give way. But they still keep climbing… for
The Highland beckons! Legends say all magic in the land
comes from an enchanted stream that flows from the tallest
mountain of this new Region.
For the first time in countless ages, the mystic Woodland
has returned to the mortal realm. Among the towering trees
and along the twisting trails of this new Region, wealth and
power beyond comprehension can be found.

Talisman: The Dungeon [Expansion]
Prod.No.: 56202E
MSRP: $ 39.95

Box Size: 253 x 253 x 50 mm
Case:
6

Content: 1 Dungeon board | 5 plastic figures | 173 cards |
1 rulebook
Designer: Samuel W. Baily, Robert Harris & John
Goodenough
Artist: Ralph Horsley,
Marlusz Gandzel et al.

Talisman: The Woodland [Expansion]

Talisman: The Highland [Expansion]

Prod.No.: 56210E
MSRP: $ 39.95

Prod.No.: 56204E Box Size: 253 x 253 x 50 mm
MSRP: $ 39.95 Case:
6

Box Size: 253 x 253 x 50 mm
Case:
6

Content: 1 Woodland board | 22 tokens | 5 plastic figures
| 160 cards | 1 rulebook

Content: 1 Highland board | 6 plastic figures | 177 cards
| 1 rulebook

Designer: Samuel W. Bally, Robert Harris & John
Goodenough
Artist: Ralph Horsley,
Tim Arney-O’Neil et al.

Designer: John Goodenough & Robert Harris
Artist: Ralph Horsley, Tim Arney-O’Neil et al.

GW, Games Workshop, Talisman, Talisman Revised 4th Edition, Talisman: Legendary Tales and their associated logos, illustrations, images, names, creatures, races,
vehicles, locations, weapons, characters, and the distinctive likeness thereof, are either ® or TM, and/or © Games Workshop Limited, variably registered around the
world, and used under licence. All rights reserved.
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Crown of Emara
What is it about?
Good times in the tiny kingdom of Emara: During the reign
Core

of King Thedorius the Wise, wars, uprisings and other
inconveniences became a thing of the past. Thedorius
always cared more for the well-being of his subjects than
for power or riches. Therefore, only the nobleman who
is able to care for Emara’s citizens as well as Thedorius
himself did shall become Thedorius’ successor and wear
the Crown of Emara.
How does it work?
• On every turn, the players play one of their action cards
into one of the three slots of their player board, thus
activating the ability of the card as well as gaining steps
for their counselors on one of the two modular game
boards.
• On the countryside board, the players collect resources

∏ Clever combination of card and worker
mechanisms

and bread, which they can spend on the city board to
gain citizen points or building points in various ways.

∏ Perfect balance between micro actions
and macro planning

• After six rounds, the player who manages to create
the best balance between citizen points and building
points, wins.

Crown of Emara
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

55145E
$ 49.99

Box size:
Case:

225 x 315 x 70 mm
6

Content: 8 location tiles | 1 scoring track | 4 player boards | 1
game board “Nobility” | 16 books | 12 signet rings | 12 gold coins
| 12 favor tokens | 12 breads | 10 markers | 1 statue (3 pieces) | 92
cards | 4 game overviews | 44 resource tokens | 16 craftsmen |
8 counselors | 4 citizens | 4 buildings | 1 rulebook
Designer: Benjamin Schwer
Artist: Dennis Lohausen

12+

45-75

www.pegasus.de
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Adventure Island
What is it about?
It could have been so wonderful! A nice, comfortable
Core

journey on a luxurious ship… Unfortunately, your ship
got hit by a storm on the way to India and sank. With their
last bit of strength, the survivors made it to the banks of
a desert island. How will they escape from this unfamiliar
desert island? Or maybe the island is not so deserted after
all…?
How does it work?
• Every adventure holds new goals the players have to
accomplish. In each adventure, the players will explore
the island and add new elements and actions to the
game.
• During the Day Phase, each survivor has two actions to
collect food or other resources, to discover new areas of
the island and more. For most actions, they have to do a
skill check to see if the action is successful.
• During the Night Phase, every survivor needs to eat and
encounter a hazard. If the hazard cards run out before
the players have reached the goal of the adventure, they
lose together.

∏ Cooperative campaign full of
adventures

∏ Achievements unlock bonuses, player

decisions add nee elements to the game

Adventure Island
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

51843E
$ 39.99

Box size:
Case:

225 x 315 x 70 mm
6

Content: 171 cards in several packs | 65 tokens | 64 markers |
1 camp | 7 card separators | 6 player boards | 5 player figures |
5 special dice | instructions
Designer: Michael Palm & Lukas Zach
Artist: Lea Fröhlich & Lisa Lenz

10+
Core Games

45-90

2-5

4 250231 716911 >
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Hansa Teutonica: Big Box
NEW

What is it about?
Deutsche Hanse or, in Latin, Hansa Teutonica, are

Core

alternative names for the Hanseatic League, an alliance
between merchant guilds and (later) between cities originating from lower Germany. Cities that joined the League
were called Hansa cities. Players attempt to increase their
standing as merchants in the Hanseatic League by gaining
prestige points. This may be done in different ways: EstabARTWORK NOT FINAL

lishing a network of Counting Offices in new Hansa cities
may be as promising as improving trading skills.
How does it work?
• Players accomplish various activities during their
moves. Traders may be placed on the game board,
moved, or even displace traders of other players.
• If a player eventually occupies an entire trade route
between two cities, a new Counting Office may be estab-

∏ Base game and all expansions compiled
in one box

∏ High game depths, full of strategic
subtleties

lished. In particular cities, players may also develop
their trading skills instead, improving their abilities
throughout the course of the game.
• The winner of the game is the player who gains the most
Prestige Points.

Hansa Teutonica: Big Box
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

55148G
$ 59.99

Box size:
Case:

225 x 315 x 70 mm
6

Content (pending): 3 game boards | 5 player boards | 135
traders | 20 merchants | 16 bonus markers | 1 black cube | 1
pawn for the two-player game | 10 tiles | 9 cards | 2 rulebooks
(GER/EN)
Designer: Andreas Steding
Artist: Dennis Lohausen

12+

45-90

www.pegasus.de

2-5
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The Dwarves: Big Box
What is it about?
In The Dwarves, players will immerse themselves in

NEW
Core

the world of Markus Heitz’ bestselling novel series. They
join together to defend Girdlegard against the invading
evil forces of Orcs, Trolls and Älfar. Each scenario loosely
follows the story of one of the five novels. This way, the
players can experience the entire saga in a thrilling cooperative gaming experience.

ARTWORK NOT FINAL

How does it work?
• Every player takes on the role of a beloved hero from the
Dwarves novels. Each of the twelve available characters
has different attributes and special abilities.
• On a player’s turn, they will move across the map,
complete quests, send messages to the Dwarven Council
or fight the evil forces.
• To win the game, the players have to complete a certain
number of scenario or saga cards successfully, before
time runs out or at least one hero dies.

∏ Award-winning fantasy board game –
now with all expansions in one box

∏ Cooperative gameplay for the whole
family

The Dwarves: Big Box
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

51933E
$ 69.99

Box size:
Case:

295 x 295 x 90 mm
6

Content (pending): 2 game boards | 12 character boards | 15
miniatures | 6 health tokens | 106 tiles | 201 cards | 75 troops
(Orcs, Trolls, Älfar) | 15 scenario cubes | 10 dice | 1 rulebook
Designer: Michael Palm & Lukas Zach
Artist: Jarek Nocoń

10+
Core Games

60-90

2-5

www.pegasusshop.de
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My Farm Shop
What is it about?
Growing your own food, keeping your own livestock –

NEW

self-sufficiency is in! In the peaceful idyll of My Farm
Shop, players can run their own farm, produce organic
goods and profitably sell them in their own shop to gain
money. Turn by turn, they develop their farm to make it
more efficient.
How does it work?

Family

• Each round the active player rolls three dice. They then
select one die to determine which upgrade they may
take from the market area and immediately install on
their farm.
• The sum of the remaining two dice triggers one action of
the farm – this happens for all players, allowing them to
produce goods or sell them.
• Whoever collected the most coins by the end of the
game, wins.

∏ Idyllic country life as a family-friendly
dice game

∏ Every player is involved in every turn
My Farm Shop
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

51977E
$ 29.99

Box size:
Case:

295 x 295 x 70 mm
6

Content (pending): 1 market place | 4 farm boards | 4 shelf
boards | 76 cards | 200 tiles | 3 dice | 4 player markers | 1 rulebook
Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Artist: Christian Fiore

8+

30-45

www.pegasus.de
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Celtic
What is it about?
The Glauberg in Germany – only 15 miles away from
Pegasus Spiele – is a very special place and was already

NEW

settled by humans as early as the late Stone Age. The finds
from three Celtic burials, and the statue of a Celtic ruler
are recognized throughout the world as an archaeological
sensation. Celtic takes players back to the time when the
Celts lived in the Wetterau surrounding the Glauberg: The
Celtic ruler from the Glauberg has just died. Now four
Family

great families compete for power and influence because
only the leader of the most influential family will become
the next ruler.
How does it work?
• On their turn, the active player moves one or more of
their family members from one location up to two
spaces. All other players, who have family members at
the starting location, may decide to tag along.
• Objective cards show all the places from which a player’s family currently needs to collect something. If there
are family members at all location shown on a card, the
player may complete that objective. Every completed
objective card increases a player’s influence. Acquiring

∏ Extraordinary theme: Celts in Germany
∏ Tactical family game with an unusual
travel mechanism

exotic trade goods from the north or the Mediterranean
increases the influence as well – the rarer, the better.
• As soon as a player completes their fifth objective card
or collects all seven trade goods, the game ends.

Celtic
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

51978G
$ 39.99

Box size:
Case:

295 x 295 x 70 mm
6

Content (pending): 1 game board | 132 cards | 32 family members |
4 family leaders | 1 rulebook (GER/EN)
Designer: Dirk Hillebrecht
Artist: Bartłomiej Kordowski

8+
Family Games

30-45

2-4
www.pegasusshop.de
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Brains Family – Castles & Dragons
What is it about?
Brains, the successful solitaire puzzle game, goes multiplayer: In Brains Family – Castles & Dragons players
compete to fight dragons and find myth¬ical castles before
their opponents do. Brains Family – Castles & Dragons
cleverly varies core elements of the solitaire Brains games to
create an exciting multiplayer experience, which elegantly
Family

ramps up the difficulty for the leading players to keep the
game fair until the end.
How does it work?
• Each round, one adventure card is revealed, indicating
the position of the castles and dragons as well as the
knight’s starting position on each player’s board.
• All players simultaneously try to find a path for their
knights to reach all castles while regarding all the rules.
Whoever finds a correct solution first, wins the round.

∏ Exciting challenge: solve puzzles under
time pressure

∏ Puzzles become more complex for
players who are in the lead

While at first it is optional to fight dragons, each round
a player wins will force them to fight a dragon in all
following rounds, thus making the game harder for them.
• The first player to win three rounds, wins the game.

Brains Family – Castles & Dragons
(Brains Family – Burgen & Drachen)
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

51811G
$ 24.99

Box size:
Case:

189 x 273 x 65 mm
6

Content: 50 cards | 60 tiles | 4 game boards | 4 knights | 9
shields | 2 rulebooka (GER/EN)
Designer: Dr. Reiner Knizia
Artist: Andreas Resch

8+

15-30

www.pegasus.de

2-4
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Tricky Druids
What is it about?
They spend all day collecting ingredients and all they want
is to brew their own magic potion in secret, really – but
these Tricky Druids are just so terribly nice to each other
that their generosity can become a problem: After they
collect ingredients, the players have to give them away
as presents. Only if the receiving player refuses the offer,
Family

may they put the ingredients in their own potion. Whoever
manages to complete the required number of potions first,
wins.
How does it work?
• Each turn, the active player rolls the dice and takes the
ingredients shown on the dice from the supply. Now they
choose which of these ingredients they want to give to
one of the other players. Any remaining ingredients go
back into the supply.
• The player receiving the offer may take the ingredients
and use them, or decline and give them back to the
active player.
• Whoever ends up with the ingredients at the end of the
turn, has to put them into their potion or – if they can’t

∏ Highly interactive due to unusual giftgiving mechanism

∏ Including a number die variant for the
trickiest of druids

– put them in their trash, which will ruin the potion
should it ever spill over.

Tricky Druids
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

51911E
$ 24.99

Box size:
Case:

189 x 273 x 65mm
6

Content: 4 druid huts | 4 ingredient dice | 1 number die | 48
ingredients | 16 magic potion cards | 4 trash can cards | 1
rulebook
Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Artist: Chris Seaman

8+
Family Games

20-40

2-4
www.pegasusshop.de
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Web of Spies
NEW

What is it about?
For a spy, a network of valuable contacts and inconspicuous travel opportunities is elemental to their survival.
But as the players of Web of Spies will soon come to
learn, in a job as dangerous as this, contacts may vanish
into the underground and the window of time to use a
secure travel route may close at any point. Which missions

Family

will the players try to complete? How will they best use
their network for this? And at what point will they sacrifice
ARTWORK NOT FINAL

their existing network for the benefit of new routes?
How does it work?
• The players use their turns to accept missions or travel
throughout Europe, until one player completes their
seventh mission.
• To complete a mission, the players need to travel to
all cities shown on a mission card. For this, they have
a limited supply of network markers, which they use to

∏ Perfect gateway game for new gamers
∏ Appealing spy theme

cover the distances between cities, but also to cover the
city on a mission card, once they got there.
• In their existing network, players may travel freely. But
if a player does not have enough markers to reach a new
destination, they have to take back markers that are

Web of Spies
Prod.No.:
MSRP (PNDG):

already in use, thus continuously creating new travel
51224G
$ 39.99

Box Size (PNDG): 189 x 273 x 65 mm
Case:
12

routes and losing others.

Content (pending): 1 game board | 48 cards | 4 player meeples |
54 network markers | 1 rulebook (GER/EN)
Designer: Brett J. Gilbert & Matthew Dunstan
Artist: Dennis Lohausen

8+

20-30

www.pegasus.de

2-4
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Dice Flick
What is it about?
The goal of Dice Flick is to be the first to reach 50 points.

NEW

To achieve this, players have to flick dice like there is no
tomorrow. The game board is integrated into the game
box. The players flick the dice from discs that are attached
to the edge of the box. If there are at least three dice of the
same color adjacent to each other at the end of the turn, the
Family

player scores points. White dice are wild and count as any
color. Red dice are “bombs” and trigger a special scoring. If
ARTWORK NOT FINAL

a die lands in the hole in the middle of the board, its value
is doubled.
How does it work?
• The active player draws dice from the bag until they
have three. They then flick two of these dice from any
disc onto the game board.
• After the second die has landed, the board is scored and
the player’s points are written down.
• All dice that were scored are returned into the bag and
the next player goes. Any dice which could not be used
to score points remain on the board.

∏ Thrilling, quick-to-play dice flicking game
∏ Especially suited for casual players
thanks to simple rules

Dice Flick
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

52155G
$ 24.99

Box Size (PNDG): 245 x 245 x 65 mm
Case:
12

Content (pending): 20 dice | 1 score pad | 1 pencil | 1 game
board | 12 discs | 1 bag | 1 rulebook (GER/EN)
Designer: Rami Gaber
Artist: Christian Fiore

6+
Family Games

10-20

2-6
www.pegasusshop.de
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Axio
What is it about?
Axio is an abstract family board game by bestselling
designer Dr. Reiner Knizia for players who can keep their
victory points in balance. It is easily accessible, yet full of
tactically challenging decisions, and offers an ingenious
scoring twist. Players take turns in placing tiles with two
symbols on them, trying to build long rows of the same
symbol to score as many points as possible. Pyramids offer
Family

a second way to score tiles. In the end, players compare
their lowest scoring symbol to determine the winner.
How does it work?
• In a game of Axio, every player receives a rack with
space for five rectangular, domino-style tiles as well as
a scoring board with one track for each symbol that can
appear on the tiles.
• Each turn, players play one of the tiles from their rack
onto the board, trying to enlarge lines of identical
symbols to score points. The longer the enlarged lines,

∏ Popular game concept combined with
new twists

the higher the respective symbol scores. Players can
also separate a single space on the board and place a

∏ Addictive abstract game for all ages

3D pyramid there, which lets them score points for all
symbols adjacent to it.
• Although players are likely to score every turn, at the

Axio

end of the game only their lowest scoring point track

Prod.No.:
MSRP:

53200G
$ 29.99

Box size:
Case:

295 x 295 x 70 mm
6

counts towards victory.

Content: 1 game board | 4 racks | 4 scoreboards | 4 score markers | 100 tiles | 24 pyramids | 1 linen bag | 1 rulebook (GER/EN)
Designer: Dr. Reiner Knizia
Artist: Claus Stephan

8+

5-20

www.pegasus.de

2
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Axio Rota
What is it about?
Axio Rota is a clever variation of Axio. Instead of placing
rectangular domino tiles on a board, players now have
square tiles showing a quarter of a circle in each corner
which may or may not include one of the well-known Axio
symbols. To score points, players try to create complete
circles with the same symbols. Axio Rota is not only a
smaller version of Axio, but by changing the tile format and
Family

adding new mechanisms, it challenges players to find new
ways of scoring, thus making it an appealing standalone
addition to the original Axio.
How does it work?
• Over the course of twelve turns, players play one tile per
turn from their personal stack and score by matching
adjacent symbols. Empty corners allow players to
choose a color for that corner as they play the tile –
however, once played empty corners do not grant any
more points.
• If one of their symbols reaches the maximum score,
players are granted an extra turn with a tile from a
neutral draw pile – once the pile is depleted, no extra

∏ Smaller Axio with new mechanisms
∏ Ideal travel size

turns can be earned.
• While the extra turn makes it tempting to push the
score of one symbol, players need to score equally for
all 5 symbols since in the end only their lowest scoring
symbol counts towards victory.

Axio Rota
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

18152G
$ 14.99

Box size:
Case:

127 x 177 x 37 mm
12

Content: 60 tiles | 4 scoreboards | 20 score markers |
2 rulebooks (GER/EN)
Designer: Dr. Reiner Knizia
Artist: Claus Stephan

8+
Family Games

20-30

1-4
www.pegasusshop.de
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UNDO – Curse from the Past
What is it about?
Berlin, Germany, January 1994: Stunned, an elderly woman
falls over the handrails and into the night air. Her eyes
show no signs of panic, only grief. She hurtles toward the
ground from the sixth floor of a hotel, looking fondly at a
tuft of blonde hair in her hand. The cold air turns her final
breath into a small plume. The last things she perceives are
a terrible scream from above and the city lights mingling
Family

with the stars in the night sky…
How does it work?
• Players learn the rules and encounter the starting situation of the case on the first few cards, which also guide
them through the setup.
• Once the setup is complete, players carry out nine
time jumps. Every jump takes them to one independent
moment from the past (or the future) and allows them
to change that moment in one of three ways, which may
change the starting situation for better or for worse.

∏ Innovative communication game

• The players need to discuss what they know and try to
come up with theories about the story, using the clues

∏ Extraordinary family drama that reaches

they gather from the different time jumps. Only by

back to Ancient Egypt

continuously adapting their theories and making the
right choices will they successfully change fate.

UNDO – Curse from the Past
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

18172E
$ 14.99

Box size:
Case:

127 x 177 x 37 mm
12

12
Circumstances of death

Content: 25 large cards | 60 small cards
Designer: Michael Palm & Lukas Zach
Artist: Lea Frohlich & Christian Schob
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UNDO – Cherry Blossom Festival
What is it about?
Okayama, Japan, March 2000: A man in his sixties lies dead
on the floor of his living room. Beside him are a broken
wine glass and a picture of a young woman in a wheelchair.
The deceased wears an old-fashioned blue suit. He shows
no signs of injury, but there is an old scar, barely visible,
above his eye. In his jacket, a phone rings, playing the
melody of Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata, while a petal
from the cherry branch on the nearby table circles to the
Family

ground…
How does it work?
• Players learn the rules and encounter the starting situation of the case on the first few cards, which also guide
them through the setup.
• Once the setup is complete, players carry out nine
time jumps. Every jump takes them to one independent
moment from the past (or the future) and allows them
to change that moment in one of three ways, which may
change the starting situation for better or for worse.
• The players need to discuss what they know and try to
come up with theories about the story, using the clues
they gather from the different time jumps. Only by

∏ Innovative communication game
∏ Touching story about love, loss and
family

continuously adapting their theories and making the
right choices will they successfully change fate.

Prod.No.:
MSRP:

12
Circumstances of death

Okayama, Japan

12

March 1, 2000,
19:27
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UNDO – Cherry Blossom Festival
18170E
$ 14.99

Box size:
Case:

127 x 177 x 37 mm
12

Content: 25 large cards | 60 small cards
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Designer: Michael Palm & Lukas Zach
Artist: Lea Fröhlich & Lisa Lenz

Continue reading on page
M4 of the Manual-Cards.
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UNDO – Blood in the Gutter
What is it about?
Chicago, USA, October 1929: A man in his twenties lies
dead on the cobblestones of a dirty dead-end alley. His
tailcoat shows bullet holes at the front and back, and his
white shirt is soaked with blood. It seems that his right
hand tried to loosen the bow tie at his neck as his life was
already ebbing away. The green neon sign of a nearby bar
flickers, making the dead-end appear even more dreary…
Family

How does it work?
• Players learn the rules and encounter the starting situation of the case on the first few cards, which also guide
them through the setup.
• Once the setup is complete, players carry out nine
time jumps. Every jump takes them to one independent
moment from the past (or the future) and allows them
to change that moment in one of three ways, which may
change the starting situation for better or for worse.
• The players need to discuss what they know and try to
come up with theories about the story, using the clues

∏ Innovative communication game

they gather from the different time jumps. Only by

∏ Thrilling noir story about poverty, grief

continuously adapting their theories and making the

and duty

right choices will they successfully change fate.

UNDO – Blood in the Gutter
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

18171E
$ 14.99

Box size:
Case:

127 x 177 x 37 mm
12

Content: 25 large cards | 60 small cards
Designer: Michael Palm & Lukas Zach
Artist: Lea Frohlich & Lisa Lenz
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UNDO – Treasure Fever
What is it about?
High above the Yucatán Jungle, February 1952: With a lively
jump, a blonde woman in her twenties leaves the plane‘s

NEW

cabin and plunges towards the jungle. When the craft
explodes above her, she looks pleased. She laughs because
she knows that she has won. The shiny object in her hand
is proof of that. The air rushing past rips at her expedition
clothes. She confidently pulls on her parachute‘s cord, and
then, as she tries pulling it again and again, panic wells up
Family

in her chest with the realization that it will never open...
How does it work?
• Players learn the rules and encounter the starting situation of the case on the first few cards, which also guide
them through the setup.
• Once the setup is complete, players carry out nine
time jumps. Every jump takes them to one independent
moment from the past (or the future) and allows them
to change that moment in one of three ways, which may
change the starting situation for better or for worse.
• The players need to discuss what they know and try to
come up with theories about the story, using the clues
they gather from the different time jumps. Only by

∏ Players face a new challenge due to an
additional mechanism

∏ Exciting jungle expedition in South
America

continuously adapting their theories and making the
right choices will they successfully change fate.

Prod.No.:
MSRP:

12
Circumstances
of death

UNDO – Treasure Fever

12

High Above the
Yucatán jungle

18174E
$ 14.99

Box size:
Case:

127 x 177 x 37 mm
12

Content: 25 large cards | 60 small cards
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Designer: Michael Palm & Lukas Zach
Artist: Lea Fröhlich
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UNDO – Forbidden Knowledge
What is it about?
A cemetery in the swamp, July 1923: A man is his twen-

NEW

ties is standing next to an open crypt, a horrified expression on his face, the receiver of a portable telephone at
his ear. “Get out! Push back the grave slab and RUN!” cries
a panicked voice through the receiver. “I can’t leave you,
Harley,” the man answers in a trembling voice. A crackling noise from the receiver makes him pause. Then a
hollow, gelatinous, disembodied voice echoes through the

Family

receiver: “YOU FOOL, HARLEY IS DEAD.”
How does it work?
• Players learn the rules and encounter the starting situation of the case on the first few cards, which also guide
them through the setup.
• Once the setup is complete, players carry out nine
time jumps. Every jump takes them to one independent
moment from the past (or the future) and allows them
to change that moment in one of three ways, which may
change the starting situation for better or for worse.

∏ Players face a new challenge due to an
additional mechanism

• The players need to discuss what they know and try to
come up with theories about the story, using the clues

∏ Bone-chilling horror story in Lovecraft’s
Arkham

they gather from the different time jumps. Only by
continuously adapting their theories and making the
right choices will they successfully change fate.

UNDO – Forbidden Knowledge
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

18175E
$ 14.99

Box size:
Case:

Content: 25 large cards | 63 small cards
Designer: Michael Palm & Lukas Zach
Artist: Lea Fröhlich

127 x 177 x 37 mm
12

12
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UNDO – 600 Seconds
What is it about?
Los Angeles, New Year’s Eve: He should have been lying on
a sun lounger in Hawaii by now, cocktail in hand. Instead,
he’s clutching a pair of pliers with trembling hands, uncer-

NEW

tain which wire to cut. The seconds on the timer of the
bomb tick down mercilessly. He needs to make a decision
if he wants to save everyone in this skyscraper … 2 … He
cuts one wire … 1 … As the fireworks illuminate the skyline
of Los Angeles … 0 … the sound of a massive explosion and
Family

a ball of fire usher in the new year with a catastrophe.
How does it work?
• Players learn the rules and encounter the starting situation of the case on the first few cards, which also guide
them through the setup.
• Once the setup is complete, players carry out nine
time jumps. Every jump takes them to one independent
moment from the past (or the future) and allows them
to change that moment in one of three ways, which may
change the starting situation for better or for worse.
• The players need to discuss what they know and try to
come up with theories about the story, using the clues
they gather from the different time jumps. Only by

∏ Players face a new challenge due to an
additional mechanism

∏ Nerve-wracking thriller in a
contemporary setting

continuously adapting their theories and making the
right choices will they successfully change fate.

12

Prod.No.:
MSRP:
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18176E
$ 14.99

Box size:
Case:

127 x 177 x 37 mm
12

Content: 25 large cards | 60 small cards
Designer: Michael Palm & Lukas Zach
Artist: Lea Fröhlich
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The Dwarves – The Duel
What is it about?
The decisive battle between good and evil has started
– and the players are right in the middle of it! They may
take up arms as a defender of Girdlegard or choose to lead
the forces from the Perished land into the final war. Only
through clever use of the dice will they be able to activate
powerful cards and claim victory in The Dwarves – The
Family

Duel!
How does it work?
• On their turn, the players first draw at least one card
from their draw pile. Then they roll at least three dice.
Certain cards in their display may increase the number
of cards they draw or the number of dice they roll, and
allow for re-rolls.
• The players use the dice to play cards from their hand
and use the effects of the cards in their display. Cards

∏ Great combination of deck management
and dice-rolling

∏ Tactical battles in a popular fantasy
setting

may require dice with specific values or a specific
number of dice with the same value, and can be used
to attack the opponent’s display and draw pile or grant
powers for future turns.
• The game ends as soon as one player draws the last card
from their draw pile. The player with more Victory Points

The Dwarves – The Duel
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

18140E
$ 14.99

on cards in their display wins.
Box size:
Case:

127 x 177 x 37 mm
12
Ally

Content: 2 decks of cards (35 cards each) | 3 wild cards | 6 dice |
23 expansion cards for The Dwarves | 1 rulebook
Designer: Michael Palm & Lukas Zach
Artist: Jarek Nocoń

10+
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4 Pics 1 Word
NEW

What is it about?
Four pictures have one word in common – which word is
that? This is a riddle 250 million gamers worldwide try to
solve in the popular app game 4 Pics 1 Word. The card game
allows fans of the app game to play this at off-screen and
on-tabletop. The proven formula remains the same. This

Family

first set offers 140 different puzzles for players to solve.
How does it work?
ARTWORK NOT FINAL

• The players draw a card from the bottom of the draw pile
and place it in the middle of the table for all to see. Each
player has one guess to find the answer to the riddle.
When a player makes a guess, they check the solution on
the back of the card.
• If the answer is correct, they gain the card as a point.
Otherwise, they place the card back on the table for the
remaining players. Whoever is the first to collect six
points, wins.
• In the cooperative variant, players play together and try
to solve as many riddles as possible in a certain amount

∏ The card game of the popular mobile app
∏ Three different modes available:

competitive, cooperative and solo

of time.

4 Pics 1 Word

131

115

Prod.No.:
MSRP:

18323G
$ 14.99

Box size:
Case:

127 x 177 x 37 mm
12

Content: 70 double-sided cards | 2 rule cards
Graphic Design: Chris Conrad

Solution:

Solution:
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Nobjects
What is it about?
A drawing game where no visible line is drawn? Nobjects
is exactly that: Here, the active player has to draw a
random term with one finger onto the table. No gestures
or verbal clues are allowed. This way, even the simplest
terms can become a challenge to draw, and the hard ones
require players to get very creative. While it’s not required
Family

to be any good at drawing, a clever approach and thinking
outside the box will surely help win the game.
How does it work?
• The active player draws a card with six words on it and
rolls the die to determine which word they have to draw.
• All inactive players pay close attention and piece
together the traced lines, trying to guess the word that
is being drawn. If someone guesses the word correctly,
both them and the active player receive one point. A
timer can be used to limit the time in which guesses can

∏ Drawing game with a clever twist
∏ No artistic talent needed

be made.
• Whoever collects six or more points first, wins.

Nobjects
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

18321E
$ 14.99

Box size:
Case:

Content: 120 cards | 1 die | 1 rule sheet

127 x 177 x 37 mm
12

Mouth
Pretzel
Wheelbarrow

Designer: Ludovic Gimet
Artist: Claus Stephan

15-30

www.pegasus.de
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Saw
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8+
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Poo Poo Pets
What is it about?

NEW

Each player owns a different type of animal: bunny, cat,
dog or horse. But now, they want to mix it up and start
stealing each other’s pets – much to the animals’ distress.
To lure a pet away, players have to roll certain combinations with their six dice – and be faster than everyone
else, since everyone is playing at the same time. Due to
Family

the excitement of changing owners, a little mishap tends
to happen and the animal tiles are flipped to the “pet with
ARTWORK NOT FINAL

poo” side. If such an animal gets stolen again, it runs off
instead. Who manages to keep some pets until the end?
How does it work?
• Simultaneously, all players roll their six dice and try to
collect a combination shown on one of the tiles in front
of the other players.
• If a player completes a combination, they press the
squeaky poo pile to let the other players know and pause
the game. If the values on the dice are correct, they may
take that animal tile away.
• The first time an animal is stolen, the animal tile is

∏ Elimination game without downtime
∏ Easy to learn and quick to play

flipped over and added to the collection of the “thief”.
If the animal is stolen a second time, the tile leaves the
game completely. Once a player has no more tiles in

Poo Poo Pets (working title)

front of them, they are eliminated from the game. The

Prod.No.:
MSRP:

game ends when there is only one player left.

18337G
$ 19.99

Box size:
Case:

127 x 177 x 37 mm
12

Content (pending): 24 dice | 24 tiles | 1 squeaky toy | 2 rulebooks
(GER/EN)
Designer: Sophia Wagner

8+
Family Games

15-25

2-4
www.pegasusshop.de
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Bookworm – The Card Game
Bookworm – The Dice Game
What is Bookworm – The Card Game about?

NEW

To find a suitable successor, the all-knowing Bookworm
challenges players to come up with words of a specific
starting letter and regarding a specific theme – and all of
this as quickly as possible! Creativity and quick thinking
are key, since the player who can get rid of all their hand

Family

cards first, wins the game.
What is Bookworm – The Dice Game about?
The Bookworm has come up with a new plan to find a worthy
successor to his title. Instead of cards, a handful of dice now
determine the available letters for one round. Additionally,
a special die adds a twist:. It can grant additional Points or,
allow a player to change the category.

NEW

∏ Fast-paced and versatile game for word
wizards and quick thinkers

∏ Well-suited to be used for educational
purposes

Bookworm – The Card Game
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

18335E
$ 14.99

Box size:
Case:

Bookworm – The Dice Game
127 x 177 x 37 mm
12

Prod.No.:
MSRP:

18335E
$ 14.99

Box size:
Case:

Content: 120 cards | 1 rulebook

Content: 60 cards | 8 dice | 1 rulebook

Designer: Michael Palm & Lukas Zach
Artist: Christian Fiore

Designer: Michael Palm & Lukas Zach
Artist: Christian Fiore

8+

10-30

www.pegasus.de

2-8

8+

15-30

127 x 177 x 37 mm
12

2-6
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Treelings
What is it about?

NEW

In the world of Treelings, construction is well and truly
underway in preparation for the annual firefly festival!
Beautiful, glowing swarms of fireflies may be released only
from the highest towering platforms in the city during the
upcoming summer solstice. Six different guilds reside in
the city, and they will do everything possible to build their
Family

own tree as high as possible in each district.
How does it work?
• On a turn, a player takes all the cards of one color from
the market or one card of each color that appears only
once in the market; they then add these cards to their
collection. Afterwards they refill the market.
• At the end of the game, the players look at each column
of cards in their collection and compare the number of
cards in it to the number of cards in the columns to the
left and right. For the columns on the outer edge, they
compare their height to the height of their neighbor‘s
closest column.
• For each column, if it‘s at least as tall as each column

∏ Quick-to-play card game full of tactical
decisions

∏ Innovative scoring mechanism

adjacent to it, they score points equal to the number of
cards in that column.
Treelings
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

18341G
$ 14.99

Box size:
Case:

127 x 177 x 37 mm
12

Content: 120 cards | 2 rulebooks (GER/EN)
Designer: Paul Schulz
Artist: Michael Menzel

8+
Family Games

10-20

2-5
www.pegasusshop.de
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Evidence
What is it about?
As ambitious journalists, players go in search of Evidence
to prove the existence of some of the world’s greatest
mysteries. In order to convince the editor-in-chief and
make it to the front page with that story, they‘ll have to
keep searching and following even the smallest rumors
until the signs get hot. But time is of the essence because
their competitors have also become aware of the story...
Family

How does it work?
• At the beginning of the game, one clue card is hidden
beneath each of the mysteries, becoming the evidence
card. The remaining clue cards are distributed among the
players.
• In clockwise order, players play clue cards with values
on them, enabling everyone to deduce the value of the
evidence card for each of six mysteries. They may also
take research cards corresponding to the mysteries.
• After all clue cards have been played, each research cards

∏ Swift card game with deduction and
take-that elements

grants as many points as the evidence card of the respective mystery.

∏ Including a variant for experienced
players

Evidence
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

18333G
$ 14.99

Box size:
Case:

127 x 177 x 37 mm
12

Content: 90 cards | 1 rulebook (GER/EN)
Designer: Orestis Leontaritis
Artist: Marke Bláha

8+

20

www.pegasus.de

2-5
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Memorinth
What is it about?
It‘s a beautiful spring day — the perfect weather for a walk
in the forest! The leaves on the trees rustle in a gentle

NEW

breeze, and the sunlight shines through the branches. Lost
in thoughts, the players turn once here and then again
there... Suddenly they hear something behind them in the
bushes. They step closer and discover...a goose?! And it‘s
talking to a goblin? Something is not right with this forest!
It might be best to head home quickly. But which is the
Family

shortest way back?
How does it work?
• On a turn, a player flips over an unoccupied forest tile
that matches the light/dark status of the clearing tile.
• If the revealed side of the tile has one of the eight fairy
tale characters on it, the player must move their player
piece one space toward the side of the grid where this
character is located — but only if a path connects the
tile they currently occupy and the tile to which they
must move. If no path exists, they don‘t move.
• Starting with the second round, the clearing tile will flip
from light to dark and back again, challenging players to
remember which characters are on which tiles so that

∏ Memory challenge to escape the
labyrinth

∏ Includes a “master mode” using a
special double-sided action tile

they can move in the direction that helps them best.
Memorinth
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

59045G
$ 19.99

Box size:
Case:

200 x 200 x 43 mm
12

Content: 120 cards | 2 rulebooks (GER/EN)
Designer: Paul Schulz
Artist: Michael Menzel

8+
Family Games

10-15

2-4
www.pegasusshop.de
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Deadly Dinner –
Red Carpet Into Demise
What is it about?

NEW

Hollywood 1959: Everything happens at the set of the
highly anticipated Hollywood comedy “The Legionnaire
Who Loved Me”. It is here of all places that the celebrated
film star Henry Steward is found murdered. One thing is
clear: Glitter and glamour cannot hide this bloody, violent
crime. The culprit is part of the film crew! Can the players

How does it work?

ARTWORK NOT FINAL

• To prepare properly, all players should receive the starting
information of their character a couple of days before the
game is played.
• A game of Deadly Dinner consists of three rounds,
during which the players receive new information about
the sequence of events. In every round, new secret
objects, hidden in envelopes in the box, also come into

∏ The perfect event gift for friends,
family or colleagues

∏ Especially designed for varying player

play.
• The players have to discuss all available information and
clues in order to identify the murderer in the end.

count

Deadly Dinner – Red Carpet Into Demise (working title)
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

19010E
$ 34.99

Box Size (PNDG): 173 x 227 x 68 mm
Case:
12

Content: 8 invitations | 8 player booklets | 8 clues | 8 seating
cards | 1 game board | 9 standees | 1 rulebook

GERMAN COMPONENTS

Fun

solve the murder?

Designer: Lukas Setzke, Martin Student & Verena Wiechens
Artist: Bringmann & Kopetzki GbR

16+

180-240

www.pegasus.de
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Deadly Dinner –
The Last Rose
What is it about?
Electrifying attraction, breathtaking dates and true love:

NEW

The dating show “The One” offers the audience a TV firework of emotions. But it is behind the scenes of the dating
empire where the true drama happens. Betrayal, intrigue
and envy are the order of the day. When one of the final
candidates is found dead, the facade of the million-dollar
show threatens to crumble. Which enemies did TV beauty

How does it work?
• To prepare properly, all players should receive the
starting information of their character a couple of days
before the game is played.
• A game of Deadly Dinner consists of three rounds,
during which the players receive new information about
the sequence of events. In every round, new secret
objects, hidden in envelopes in the box, also come into
play.
• The players have to discuss all available information
and clues in order to identify the murderer in the end.

∏ Multi-media digital riddle design
∏ Highly associative, globally appealing
theme

Deadly Dinner – The Last Rose (working title)
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

19011E
$ 34.99

Box Size (PNDG): 173 x 227 x 68 mm
Case:
6

Content (pending): 8 invitations | 8 player booklets | 8 clues |
8 seating cards | 1 game board | 9 standees | 1 rulebook
Designer: Lukas Setzke, Martin Student & Verena Wiechens
Artist: Bringmann & Kopetzki GbR

16+
Fun Games

180-240

6-8

www.pegasusshop.de
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ARTWORK NOT FINAL

Chayenne make after the cameras stopped rolling?
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Castle Rampage
What is it about?
Your neighbor’s castle has always been a thorn in your side,
fueling the feud between the two of you for a long time.
It is time to settle your differences once and for all, and
destroy that fortress in an all-out Castle Rampage!
However, your neighbor seems to have had the same idea.
So now, both players will have to defend their own castle,
while still trying to raze their opponent’s castle to the
ground.
How does it work?
• Players start by building their castle and its gate. Once
both players have three cards in each of these locations,
Fun

they can start attacking each other.
• Every round they may draw a card from the draw pile, reinforce their castle with one card and then play additional
cards to attack – first the opponent’s gate and once that
is destroyed the castle itself. Every card offers multiple

∏ The whole game in 1 deck of cards
∏ Easy to learn & quick to play

options how it may be used.
• Whoever manages to destroy the last defense card of their
opponent, wins.

Castle Rampage
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

18144E
$ 14.99

Box size:
Case:

UBLE AGENT
DO

BOMBER

127 x 177 x 37 mm
12

DRAGON

Content: 120 cards | 1 rulebook
Designer: Matthias Cramer
Artist: Christian Fiore

If this card is destroyed
as the result of an attack,
your opponent discards
2 cards from
their hand.

1

1

8+

10-20

www.pegasus.de
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Discard 1 card from your
hand. Take the top 2 cards
from your opponent‘s
gate and place
them under
your gate.

2
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2

Discard the top card of your
opponent‘s gate and castle.
Your opponent may discard
2 cards from their hand
to cancel
this effect.
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Doodle Dungeon
What is it about?

NEW

The dungeon bosses of the world are in agreement: Too
often have pickpocketing heroes looted their riches –
amassed under great effort – from their dungeons. Too
often have they slain trusted minions for easy experience.
But no more! Now, the dungeon bosses have abducted the
best architects in the world to create the ultimate, heroproof dungeon. The players draw blueprints for these

ARTWORK NOT FINAL

At the end, a dummy hero is sent through each one, to test
the designs.
How does it work?
• Cards are drafted to create the dungeons. Whenever
a player takes a card, they add the depicted dungeon
elements to their plan.
• Once every player has 14 cards, they hand their dungeon
plan over to their left neighbor who draws a path for
the dummy hero and gives the dungeon plan back to its
owner.
• Now everybody places their hero figure on their starting
space and moves it along the path turn by turn, slaying

∏ Draft & Draw game for creative dungeon
developers

∏ Zwei different phases with complete
different dynamics

monsters and collecting treasures, hoping the hero will
ultimately fail. The players can use the drafted cards

Doodle Dungeon

to hinder their own hero figure or strengthen those of

Prod.No.:
MSRP:

other players.

51846E
$ 29.99

Box Size (PNDG):
Case:

225 x 315 x 70 mm
12

Content (pending): 1 blueprint pad | 4 pencils | 60 cards | 4 dice |
4 hero figures | 1 sharpener | 1 eraser | 1 rulebook
Designer: Ulrich Blum
Artist: John Kovalic

10+
Fun Games

45-60

2-4

www.pegasusshop.de
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dungeons and fill them with monsters, traps and treasures.
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Honey
NEW

What is it about?
From Spring to Fall the honey bees are busy collecting
nectar to make tasty Honey out of it. But which flowers
give the most nectar? With careful listening and a good
memory, the players can find out which flowers contain the
most. The player who fills their honey jar the fastest will
receive the Queen Bee’s favor when Winter comes.
How does it work?

ARTWORK NOT FINAL

• At the beginning of every turn, the location of the bee
determines in which row of flowers new nectar is created.
While putting the nectar droplets into the flowers, the
players can hear if there are already one or more droplets
inside.
• The color die determines from which flower color the
active player may collect nectar. Of course, they try to find
as much nectar as possible.

Children

• Whoever fills their honey jar first, wins.

∏ Highly stimulating, colorful 3D setup
∏ Trains the memory and auditory
perception

Honey
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

65501G
$ 24.99

Box size:
Case:

295 x 295 x 70 mm
6

Content (pending): 1 game board | 18 tubes | 18 flowers | 1 bee |
2 dice | 100 “Nectar” droplets | 4 player boards | 2 rulebooks
(GER/EN)
Designer: Anna Oppolzer & Stefan Kloß
Artist: Louis Vettese

5+

15-25

www.pegasus.de
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Turtle Mania
What is it about?

NEW

These turtles are ready for the island! The sea rushes to and
fro, the sun is shining and every turtle tries to snatch a
sunny spot on the beach. Little by little, the island fills up
and soon there is hardly any space left. The players have to
push the turtles carefully onto the island. But careful: No
turtle wants to get their feet wet!
How does it work?
• In clockwise order, players draw turtles from the bag
and carefully push them with one finger through their
entryway and onto the island.
• Should any turtles fall off, the active player has to take
those turtles and place them in front of themselves. If
there is a yellow turtle among them, the player goes again.
• The game ends as soon as one player had to take three
turtles of the same color or five of any color. Whoever has

∏ Dexterity game with appealing 3D setup
∏ Improves fine motor skills and tactical
thinking

Turtle Mania
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

65500G
$ 24.99

Box size:
Case:

267 x 267 x 85 mm
6

Content: 1 island with 4 palm tree entryways | 36 turtles | 1 bag |
2 rulebooks (GER/EN)
Designer: Dr. Reiner Knizia
Artist: Louis Vettese

5+
Children’s Games

12-25

2-4

www.pegasusshop.de
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the fewest turtles now wins the game.
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Mmm!
What is it about?

TOP
SELLER

The hungry mice finally have a chance to eat to their heart’s
content. Sadly, the family tomcat, Carlo, has a watchful eye
on the pantry – and he might crash the party if the mice are
not quick enough. The players have their work cut out for
them if they want to empty the pantry without having the
mice end up as food themselves.
How does it work?
• The players take turns rolling the three dice. They may
reroll up to two times, but after every roll, they have to set
aside at least one die with a food symbol. If they cannot
do that, they lose their turn and the cat moves one space
closer to the pantry.
• If a player ends their roll successfully, they may place
one mouse chip on the board per dice that shows a food
symbol. It they manage to completely cover at least one

Children

item, everything is fine, otherwise the cat also moves.

∏ Cooperative gameplay with two difficulty
levels

∏ Promotes social behavior, language

• They players win together when all the food is completely
covered with mouse chips before the cat reaches the
pantry.

development and strategic thinking

Mmm!
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

52017E
$ 24.99

Box size:
Case:

245 x 245 x 65 mm
6

Content: 1 double-sided game board | 1 cat | 56 mouse chips |
3 dice | 1 rulebook
Designer: Dr. Reiner Knizia
Artist: Andreas Resch

5+

15-20

www.pegasus.de

2-4
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Viva Topo!
What is it about?
How wonderful would it be in the land of milk and honey –

TOP
SELLER

or rather the land of cheese! So the mice try to make their
way into this mystical land… but the cat got wind of this
expedition and the way is not safe anymore. Sometimes, it
might be better to end the journey at a mice friend’s home,
instead. Which mouse family can collect the most cheese?
How does it work?
• The players take turns rolling the die. If it shows a
number, the active player may move one of their mice.
But if it shows a cat, it moves one space, too.
• On certain spaces on the board, the players can decide
to move a mouse to a mouse friend, where it gains
cheese and cannot be moved away from for the rest of
the game.
• If the cat catches a mouse, it is out of the game. Whoever
has collected the most cheese after all mice have arrived
wins.

∏ Promotes counting and calculating
∏ Trains hand-eye coordination, fine motor
skills and risk management

Viva Topo!
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

66003E
$ 24.99

Box size:
Case:

245 x 245 x 65 mm
6

Content: 1 game board | 1 cat | 18 mice | 20 pieces of cheese | 1 die
| 1 rulebook
Designer: Manfred Ludwig
Artist: Anne Pätzke

4+
Children’s Games

20-30

2-4

4 *wgpwda#m-.bcy*
www.pegasusshop.de
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at the land of plenty or stopped at a friend’s house,
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Wizardry to the Power of Three
Mary Magica
TOP
SELLER

What is Wizardry to the Power of Three about?
In the middle of the night, the wizard students snuck out
to visit the secret Midnight Market, now Willy the Warden
Ghost has taken up their trail. The children have to double
back fast or they face detention. The Lumies that live in the
forest and three magical dice help them find the way.
What is Mary Magica about?
Mary was supposed to get dressed. But instead, she rather
tried a little magic: Broomstick, hat and dress spin through
the air. Suddenly Mary’s room is covered in clothes. How
can she separate the enchanted clothes from the normal
ones, now? The players help her find the enchanted items by
placing Mary on a tile and seeing if it sticks to her, when they
lift her up again.

∏ Cooperative memory game combined
with dice rolling

∏ Promotes social behavior, language
development and strategic thinking

ARTWORK NOT FINAL

Children

NEW

Wizardry to the Power of Three
Mary Magica
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

66013E
$ 24.99

Box size:
Case:

245 x 245 x 65 mm
6

Prod.No.:
MSRP:

66027G
$ 24.99

Box size:
Case:

245 x 245 x 65 mm
6

Content: 1 game board | 1 wizards‘ school | 6 wizard students |
1 Warden Ghost | 1 ghost clock | 18 tree tiles | 3 custom dice |
3 magic potions | 3 dice enchantments | 1 rulebook

Content: 1 Mary Magica | 18 search cards | 18 magnetic tiles
| 12 non-magnetic tiles | 2 rulebooks (GER/EN)

Designer: Michael Palm & Lukas Zach
Illustrator: Anne Pätzke

Designer: Wolfgang Dirscherl
Illustrator: Anne Pätzke

6+

20-30

www.pegasus.de

2-6
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10-15
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Fabulantica
What is it about?

TOP
SELLER

A spell that went wrong has dispersed the inhabitants
of Fabulantica throughout the entire land. Confused as
to what has happened, the inhabitants take cover in the
towers where they wait for help, since nobody knows where
the others have got to. That’s up to the players to find out,
while they immerse themselves in a fabulous memory
game. Little stories help to remember the location of each
inhabitant.
How does it work?
• Task cards show which inhabitants need to be found to
first accept and then complete the task.
• Using the travel cards, the players move their figures
through forests and deserts, over mountains and waterways. Whenever they stop at a yellow tower, they may look
who is hiding underneath it.
to collect three coins wins. However, when an inhabitant
was successfully found, they move to a new location.

∏ High replay value thanks to random setup
∏ Improves the memory and strategic
planning

Fabulantica
Prod.No.:
MSRP:

65500G
$ 29.99

Box size:
Case:

245 x 245 x 65 mm
6

Content: 1 game board | 5 meeples | 12 standees | 12 towers | 1
flying carpet | 78 cards | instructions
Designer: Marco Teubner
Illustrator: Anne Pätzke

6+
Children’s Games

20-30

2-5

www.pegasusshop.de
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• Each completed task grants one gold coin. The first player

TRY OUT

NOW!

Choose one of the words below and try to explain it to someone else by drawing
with your finger on a table. No talking allowed! You’ll be amazed which words the
others will be able to guess just by following the invisible lines you draw!
For more information about the game, see page 32
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Night
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Toilet Seat

Cap

Paperclip

Saddle
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